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BaBar data on the �0! � transition formfatorTransition form fator for the reation �0 ! � at large virtualityof one of photons Q2 is the one of ornerstones for hekingvalidity of perturbative QCD approah to the exlusive reations.This approah is based on the assumption of fatorization of shortand large distane dynamis.
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Asymptotially one an expet F pQCD;As�0� = 2f�=Q2 (Brodsky andLepage (1980))



New result from BaBar Collaboration for pion transition formfator is in ontradition of suh simple piture
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Figure 1: Experimental results on the pion transition form fator



Gluon oupling to the pionN. K. and V. Vento, Phys. Rev. D 81, 034009 (2010)The various ways for violation of naive perturbative fatorizationto explain BaBar data were disussed by Dorokhov, Radyushkin,Polyakov, Kroll, Kuraev, Noguera and Vento et..Here we present another possible explanation of the BaBar puzzle.It is based on the inuene of gluoni omponent of the pion onthe transition form fator.How one an estimate gluon oupling to the pion?E�etive pion-gluon interationLet us propose a low-energy e�etive �0 interation with gluons ofthe following form Leff�gg = � 1f�0G �0�s8�Ga�� eGa��:Suh type of Lagrangian density, desribing the interation of apseudosalar meson with gluons, was introdued many years ago



by Cornwall and Soni (1984) to derive Witten's (1979) relationbetween the �0 mass and the topologial suseptibility, in a worldwithout light quarks�Nf=0t = �f2�6 (M2�0 +M2� � 2M2K);where the topologial suseptibility is given by�Nf=0t = i Z d4x < 0jTfQ5(x)Q5(0)gj0 >G;and Q5(x) = �s8� Ga��(x) eGa��(x)is the topologial harge density.The e�etive pion-gluon interation is the analogue of the pion-quark e�etive interationLeff�qq = � 1f�Mq�qi5~�q � ~�



To derive the deay onstant f�0G , whih sets the sale of the gluonnonperturbative interation with the neutral pion, we will use alow energy theorem (LET) (Gross, Treiman and Wilzek (1979))

< 0j�s8�Ga�� eGa��j�0 >= 12md �mumd +muf�M2�:

We stress that this matrix element is rather big due to the largelight quark mass ratio
z = mumd = 0:35� 0:6:

By using the e�etive pion-gluon interation interation and theLET we get f�0G = �2(1 + z)(1� z) �Nf=0tf2�M2� f�:As it was to be expeted, the strength of the oupling of the neutralpion to gluons is related to the violation of isospin symmetry and



proportional to the di�erene of the d- and u-quark masses1f�0G / md �mu:

For the value of the mass ratio mu=md whih is the one allowedby the Partile Data Group, one obtains

R = f�0Gf� ' 28:1� 51:1:



Instanton indued gluoni ontribution to thepion transition form fatorThe ontribution arising from the pion-gluon interation to thetransition form fator of two photons to the pion �(q1)�(q2) !�0(p), where q1 and q2 are the photon momenta and q1 + q2 = pan be estimated by using instanton model for QCD vauum. Weonsider the ase where all virtualities of the inoming and theoutoming partiles are in the Eulidean domain Q21 = �q21 � 0,Q22 = �q22 � 0, P 2 = �p2 � 0. The single instanton ontributionto the pion form fator oming from the pion-gluon interation isassoiated to the diagrams in Figure below.
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Figure 2: Gluoni ontribution to the pion transition form fator. Symbol I(�I) denotes instanton(antiinstanton).



The amplitude for the �0 ! �� interation via an instanton withenter z0 has the following form

T��(p; q1; q2) = �����Xi e2i 4f�0G �4 Z nI(�)�2d��Z d4z0 Z d4z1 Z d4x Z d4ye�ipz1eiq1xeiq2yQI5(�z1))�h�xh�y�2 � 1�2(h�y���y� � h�x���x�) + h�xh�y�x��y�� ;

where QI5(�z1)) = 6�4�2(�z21 + �2)4is the topologial harge density of the instanton in the spae-timepoint z1, nI(�) is the instanton density, � is the instanton size,� = �x � �y, h�x = 1=(�x2 + �2), h�y = 1=(�y2 + �2) and the notation�w � w � z0 for any variable w has been introdued. The sum runsover the light quark avors, i.e. i = u; d; s.



The �nal result for the gluon ontribution to the pion transitionform fator indued by instantons is

F (P 2; Q21; Q22)Ig = 4 < e2 >f�R Z d�nI(�)�4S(�; P 2; Q21; Q22)whereS(�; P 2; Q21; Q22) = �1(pz3) Z 10 dt fI(t; z1; z2; z3) + (1� t)I(t; z2; z1; z3)g ;

I(t; z1; z2; z3) = Z 10 d��(�+ 1)�2(Z(�; t; z1; z2; z3))(�+ 1� t)3Z2(�; t; z1; z2; z3) ;andZ(�; t; z1; z2; z3) =p(�+ 1)(t�z1 + tz2 + (1� t)z3)=(�+ 1� t):The funtions �1(z) = z2K2(z)2 ; �2(z) = zK1(z)



behave as �1;2(z)! 1 in the limit z ! 0.In equations the notations are z1 = Q21�2, z2 = Q22�2, z3 = P 2�2and < e2 >=Pi e2i .For an estimate we use Shuryak's instanton liquid model, wherethe density is given by nI(�) = n0Æ(�� �)and n0 � 1=2fm�4; � � 1=3fm:



Within this simple model for the instanton distribution the resultfor the form fator is
F (P 2; Q21; Q22)Ig = 4 < e2 > fI�2f�R S(�; P 2; Q21; Q22);

where fI = �2n0�4 is so-alled instanton paking fration in theQCD vauum. The alulation above was done for the ase whenall external momenta are Eulidean. In order to ompare withBaBar data we have to perform an analyti ontinuation of thepion virtuality to the physial point of the pion on-shell P 2 ! �m2�.In the limit Q21 � Q22 whih is valid for BaBar kinematis, theformulas for the real and the imaginary parts of form fator are,

Re(F (m2�; Q21; Q22))Ig � 4 < e2 > fI�2f�R [log(Q21=m2�)log(Q21=Q22) + �2=6℄�2Q21 ;

Im(F (m2�; Q21; Q22))Ig � 4 < e2 > fI�f�R log(Q21=Q22)�2Q21 :



The imaginary part of form fator arises beause the pionmay deay in this alulation into a quark-antiquark pairsine on�nement, whih forbids this deay, is not expliitlyimplemented.There are two features of singlet gluon indued ontribution:� Dependene on the large photon virtuality Q21 proportional tolog2(Q21)=Q21, whih is muh stronger than that of the avornonsinglet part, whih in most of the models is of the form 1=Q21;� It has strong hiral enhanement sine the massless logs appeargoverned by the pion mass as log(Q21=m2�).



Comparison with BaBar dataIt should be pointed out that in spite of the smallness ofinstanton paking fration fI � 0:06, using the single instantonapproximation as above is only valid for values of the momentumtransfers Q1; Q2 � 1=RI, where RI � 3� is the distane betweenthe instantons in instanton liquid model. For smaller photonvirtualities it is neessary to inlude the ontributions arisingfrom multiinstanton on�gurations. With an average size ofthe instanton in the QCD vauum � � 1=3fm for the regionQ21; Q22 � 1=�2 � �2 = 0:35GeV 2 the validity of a single instantonapproximation is assured.In order to ompare our results with the BaBar data we performan extrapolation of their results from Q22 = 0 to Q22 = 0:35GeV 2.We also add to our model for full form fator its avor nonsingletpart aording vetor meson dominane (VMD) modelF (Q21; Q22)VMDq = 14�2f� 1(1 +Q21=M2� )(1 +Q22=M2� ):
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Figure 3: Contributions to the pion transition form fator ompared withBaBar extrapolation (solid line): gluoni ontribution (lower band), VMDontribution (dashed line), and their sum (upper band).



Disussion� Behavior of the avor singlet gluoni part of the form fator asfuntion of Q2 is determined by shape of the deay of the non-zeromodes in the instanton �eld.� At the same time VMD-like behavior of the avor nonsingletpart of pion form fator an be easily reprodued within a non loalhiral quark model based on the quark zero-modes dominane inthe instanton vauum (Dorokhov).� Due to the weaker deay of the quark nonzero modes withrespet to zero modes there is a harder Q2 dependene of theavor singlet part of the form fator in omparison with the avornonsinglet part.� Taking into aount some unertainties in our estimates relatedto the poorly known ratio of the u- and d- quark masses, aswell as unertainties in the parameters of the instanton model,we onlude, that the new ontribution related to the gluoniomponent of pion might explain the anomalous behavior of thepion transition form fator found by the BaBar Collaboration.



CONCLUSION� There is rather large oupling of neutral pion to gluons due toisospin violation.� Estimation of gluon ontribution to pion transition form fatorwithin instanton model shows some possibility to explain BaBardata.


